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The accuracy of the replacement cost produced by the RCT system is dependent on the entry of
correct information. MSB is frequently asked to analyze reconstruction values generated by RCT and
has compiled the most common areas of user entry mistakes. In order to ensure that you are getting
the most accurate cost valuations MSB has summarized the most common RCT entry mistakes and
tips to help avoid these mistakes.
Most common user entry mistakes
1. Entry of Total Living Area (TLA)
2. Selection of appropriate Garage type
3. Site Access designation
4. Selection of correct Foundation type
5. Selection of correct Basement type
6. Determination of appropriate Kitchen Quality
7. Determination of appropriate Bath Quality
8. Entry of Recessed Lighting %
9. Duplication of ductwork costs in Heating and Cooling
10. Vintage Construction

Total Living Area (TLA)

The total living area is the size of the main home (in square feet, SF) and any additional sections or
wings based upon the exterior dimensions. When entering sections and wings, TLA should be
entered individually for the main home as well as individually for each section and/or wing, not as a
summarized value in the main home section. This is the recommended method for determining TLA.
When calculating the total living areas include:
• SF Area for all floors excluding basement
• SF Area for built-in garages
• SF Area for stairs and landing
Note: Tall foyers are part of the main floor footage and should not be added to second floor.
A user can also determine the size of a residence by entering the Length and Width of the Exterior
Perimeter of the ground floor only (system will multiply this by number of stories entered).

Garage Type

It is important to select the appropriate garage type. There are 5 types of garages and understanding
the diﬀerence between a built-in, basement, carport, detached and attached garage is critical. Refer
to the pictures to identify the type of garage.
Basement

Attached
Built-in

Carport

Detached
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By definition a built-in garage has living area above the garage. A one story home may not have a
built-in garage. A garage connected to the main home by a breezeway may be considered an
attached garage depending on individual carrier underwriting guidelines.
Attached Garage
Detached Garage

Enter TLA of home plus select attached garage
Enter TLA of home plus select detached garage
Note: Detached Garage will be handled as a separate structure
Built-in Garage
Enter TLA of all levels of home plus add the SF of the built-in garage space
Note: RCT will automatically calculate the Finished Floor Area (FFA) by
excluding built-in garage to perform cost calculation
Basement Garage Enter TLA of home plus select basement garage
Carport
Enter TLA of home plus select carport

Site Access

Site Access impacts the ability to get labor and equipment to the job site efficiently. Selecting the
best representation of the property’s location will ensure adequate costs are attributed to the
valuation. The more difficult it is to get to the jobsite, to move and store materials, the more
expensive the reconstruction is. Some quick guidelines to determine proper use of most common
site access designations.
Difficult Access/ Use when workers and delivery trucks have difficulty gaining access
to site or parking. Use when site conditions are not level.
Steep Terrain
Mountain
Region

Use when there is the absence of major highways and elevation is in
excess of 4000 ft.

Island Access/ Use when site access is by ferry only
Short Distance (1 mile or less)
Island Access/
Long Distance

Use when site access is by ferry only

Elevator
Access

Use when access is dependent on the use of an elevator – mainly for
Condos, Apartments and Co-Op’s

Remote/
Rural Area

Use when people, equipment, and materials are not locally available.
Use when the closest lumber yard or big box retailer is more than
50 miles away.

Foundation Type

(1 mile or more)

It is important to select the correct foundation type as this has a large impact on costs. Refer to
pictures to assist in determining foundation construction. Pier (or column) construction is made from
wood, steel or concrete and typically supports the structure by driving long supports into position.
Pier construction is often more expensive than slab on grade or crawl – space design. A crawlspace is
very similar to basement construction and often utilizes post on footings to support the main beams.
One common mistake is to select Pier foundation and Suspended Over Hillside – these two cannot be
used together.
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Pier/Column/Pole/Pile

Crawlspace

Post Construction

Basement Type

There are two types of basement choices in RCT: standard and daylight. A standard basement is an
excavated area below the ground floor, typically at least 8 ft in depth, which includes walls, a slab
floor and a stairway from the ground level. A daylight basement is normally built on a sloping site
where the foundation walls are partially exposed to allow for the installation of windows and a door.
This type of basement allows for the door to open into the yard, because the basement is at ground
level. The exposed portion of the basement wall typically includes a stucco and paint finish on the
exterior of standard concrete or masonry wall construction.

Recessed Lighting

A recessed light is when the bottom of the light fixture sits flush with the finish ceiling surface. Enter
as a percentage (0 to 100) based on percentage of TLA illuminated by the recessed lighting. Easy rule
of thumb: Each recessed light illuminates approximately 25 sf.
Example: if recessed lighting in a home lights 150 sf and the home is 2500 sf, the home has 6% recessed
lighting. 150 / 2500 = 6%.

Kitchen Quality

The primary determinants for establishing the quality of a Kitchen are cabinetry, countertops,
appliances and accessories. Collectively, these three influencing elements can be used to gauge the
approximate quality.

Cabinetry

Countertops
Appliances &
Accessories

Basic
Stock cabinets,
painted or with
wood grain vinyl
film
Stock Plastic
Laminate
A Basic Kitchen
typically includes
at least 3 from
below list:

Builder’s Grade
Stock cabinets,
natural finish,
“all-wood”
construction
Custom Plastic
Laminate
A Builder’s Grade
Kitchen typically
includes at least 4
from below list:

Kitchen Quality
Semi-Custom
Semi-Custom
cabinets

Solid Surface,
such as Corian
A Semi-Custom
Kitchen typically
includes at least 5
from below list:

Cooktop
Dishwasher, Built-In
Drinking Water Filter
Garbage Disposal
Indoor BBQ
Instant Hot Water Dispenser
Microwave, Built-In
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Custom
Custom,
Manufactured
cabinets

Designer
Custom, HandCrafted
cabinets

Ceramic Tile

Natural stone
such as granite
A Designer
Kitchen typically
includes at least 9
from below list:

A Custom Kitchen
typically includes
at least 7 from
below list:

Refrigerator, Built-In
Trash Compactor, Built-In
Wall Oven
Undercabinet Lighting
Range/Oven, Built-In
Range Hood
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Bath Quality

The primary determinants for establishing the quality of a Full Bath are vanity type, countertop, bath
fixtures and accessories. Collectively, these three influencing elements can be used to gauge the
approximate quality.
Basic
Vanity
Stock cabinet,
painted or with
wood grain vinyl
film
Countertop
Stock Plastic
Laminate
Bath Fixtures &
A Basic Full Bath
Accessories
will typically have
Count # of fixtures a total count of 3
from below list.

Sink
Tub w/ Shower

Builders Grade
Stock cabinet,
natural finish,
“all-wood”
construction
Custom Plastic
Laminate
A Builder’s Grade
Full Bath will
typically have a
total count of 3 or
more from below
list.

Full Bath Quality
Semi-Custom
Custom
Semi-Custom
Custom,
cabinet
Manufactured
cabinet
Solid Surface,
such as Corian
A Semi-Custom
Full Bath will
typically have a
total count of 4 or
more from below
list.

Toilet
Bidet

Ceramic Tile
A Custom Full
Bath will typically
have a total count
of 6 or more from
below list.

Designer
Custom, HandCrafted
cabinet
Natural stone,
such as granite
A Designer Full
Bath will typically
have a total count
of 7 or more from
below list.

Separate Shower Stall
Glass Tub or Shower Enclosure

Example: If a Full Bath has a custom manufactured vanity with a ceramic tile top; plus a toilet, 2 sinks, a
tub with shower, a separate shower stall and a glass tub enclosure (total count of fixtures and accessories=
6); it is probably a Custom Full Bath.

HVAC

The knowledge tables will apply the typical heating and cooling selections for the property location.
If the user changes to manual selections, be aware that the heating and cooling options include all
associated ductwork, when applicable, for the type of system. Homes usually includes a single air
distribution system, ductwork, for both the heating and the cooling of the home. The cost of
installing the ductwork will be included with the selected heating system. If there is also a cooling
system, such as Air Conditioning, make sure the Air Conditioning selection states “Same Ducts” so
that the cost of the ductwork is not doubled. Heating systems without ductwork, such as Hot Water
(baseboard), Hot Water with Radiators and Radiant Floor Heating, would not include the cost of
ducts and therefore require the Air Conditioning selection to include “Separate Ducts” in the
description.

Vintage Construction

When entering a home constructed prior to 1940, the RCT Knowledge Tables suggest the
predominate styles and finish materials that were used during that period of time. Generally, rooms
are taller but smaller with a higher density of partition walls. More hardwoods (for millwork, built ins,
doors and cabinets) were typically used with a considerable amount of ornate craftsmanship. Interior
finishes default to traditional plaster instead of today’s more common drywall. The user can also
select horsehair plaster instead of default plaster. RCT also provides carriers with an option to use a
Standard/Vintage Combo in place of the full Vintage construction option which combines the use of
today’s standard framing materials and specifications with vintage interior material finishes and
workmanship which can be used to more accurately reflect reconstruction methodology and costs.
This choice is only available on systems with custom configurations.
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